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Abstract

Satellite gravity missions, like GRACE and GRACE Follow-On, successfully map the
Earth’s gravity field and its change over time. With the addition of the laser ranging inter-
ferometer (LRI) to GRACE-FO, a significant improvement over GRACE for inter-satellite
ranging was achieved. One of the limiting factors is the accelerometer for measuring the
non-gravitational forces acting on the satellite. The classical electrostatic accelerometers are
affected by a drift at low frequencies. This drawback can be counterbalanced by adding an
accelerometer based on cold atom interferometry (CAI) due to its high long-term stability.
The CAI concept has already been successfully demonstrated in ground experiments and is
expected to show an even higher sensitivity in space.

In order to investigate the potential of the CAI concept for future satellite gravity
missions, a closed-loop simulation is performed in the context of GRACE-FO like missions.
The sensitivity of the CAI accelerometer is estimated based on state-of-the-art ground
sensors and predictions for space applications. The sensor performance is tested for different
scenarios and the benefits to the gravity field solutions are quantitatively evaluated. It is
shown that a classical accelerometer aided by CAI technology improves the results of
the gravity field recovery especially in reducing the striping effects. The non-gravitational
accelerations are modelled using a detailed surface model of a GRACE-like satellite body.
This is required for a realistic determination of the variations of the non-gravitational
accelerations during one interferometer cycle. It is demonstrated that the estimated error
due to this variation is significant. We consider different orbit altitudes and also analyze the
effect of drag compensation.
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1 Introduction

The Earth’s gravity field and its variation are of great interest
for several disciplines (Pail et al. 2015). The measurement
of the time-variable gravity field, i.e. monitoring of mass
variations, was successfully realized by the satellite mis-
sion GRACE (Tapley et al. 2019) and is now continued
by GRACE Follow-On (Landerer et al. 2020). The lim-
iting factor on the instrument level is the accelerometer.
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It is needed to measure the non-gravitational accelerations
acting on the satellite which are subtracted in the post-
processing to retrieve the Earth’s gravity field information.
In the current satellite missions, electrostatic accelerometers
are used. These sensors are characterized by their low noise
at the high frequencies. The main drawbacks of electro-
static accelerometers are the drift at the low frequencies
and the difficulty in the estimation of biases and scale
factors.

The technology of Cold Atom Interferometry (CAI) could
solve these challenges. A cloud of independent cold atoms
constitute the test mass in an atom interferometer. The benefit
of atom interferometry accelerometers is their high long-
term stability and good knowledge of the scale factor which
is based on the frequency stability of the laser system.
Simulation studies like Abrykosov et al. (2019) and Müller
and Wu (2020) show promising improvements by CAI for
the gravity field recovery. In Fig. 1, the noise behaviour of
the accelerometer types are displayed in terms of Amplitude
Spectral Density (ASD), which is defined as the square root
of the Power Spectral Density (PSD). The hybrid sensor is a
combination of an atomic interferometer and an electrostatic
accelerometer. The performances for CAI are based on the
anticipation of a large interrogation time in microgravity.
In this contribution, a closed-loop simulation is performed
to study the benefit of CAI accelerometry. The sensitivity
of the measurements increases with higher interaction time.
As the satellite is moving during the measurements, the
non-gravitational acceleration varies in one interferometer
cycle. In this study we use a cycle time (duration of one
CAI measurement) of 12 s and evaluate the variation of
the acceleration using the transfer function of an atomic
interferometer.
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Fig. 1 Anticipated ASD of a space accelerometer noise: CAI
accelerometer, electrostatic accelerometer and hybrid accelerometer

2 Performance of an Atom
Interferometry Accelerometer

In an atom interferometer, cold atoms are in free fall and
operate as test mass. Laser pulses in a time interval T are
used to split and recombine the atomic wave functions into
different momentum states according to the superposition
principle (Pereira dos Santos and Landragin 2007; Schilling
et al. 2012). The output phase ˚ can be obtained by
measuring the relative atomic populations in the output
states after recombination. The acceleration ak during cycle
k is obtained from the measured phase ˚k with the evolution
time T :

ak D ˚k

keff T 2
; (1)

where keff D jkeff j is the norm of the effective wave vector
of the laser light used to transfer momentum to the atoms
(Kasevich and Chu 1991). In this study, the duration of one
interferometer measurement cycle Tc is 12 s. It consists of
the preparation time Tp, the interferometer duration 2T and
the detection time Td :

Tc D Tp C 2T C Td : (2)

As the sensitivity of the accelerometer to the acceleration
varies during one measurement cycle, the transfer function
must be taken into account. The phase of the interferometer
˚k at the k-th cycle is given by

˚k D keff

Z .kC1/Tc

kTc

ga;k.t/a.t/dt: (3)

The response function ga;k (see Fig. 2) is given by

ga;k.t/ D 0 for kTc < t < kTc C Tp;

ga;k.t/ D t � .kTc C Tp/

for kTc C Tp < t < kTc C Tp C T ;

ga;k.t/ D kTc C Tp C 2T � t

for kTc C Tp C T < t < kTc C Tp C 2T ;

ga;k.t/ D 0 for kTc C Tp C 2T < t < .k C 1/Tc:

To estimate the performance, we used parameters based on
state of the art accelerometers on ground. The number of
interfering atoms is N D 106 and the contrast is C D 0:8.
The momentum transfer, depending on laser wavelength �,
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Fig. 2 Response in the time domain of the transfer function for the
conversion of the phase shift to acceleration

is keff D 4�� � 1:6 � 107 /m for a two photon Raman
transition using rubidium atoms. Microgravity in space is
expected to allow for a dramatic increase of the free fall
interferometer interrogation time T , which would greatly
improve the performances of a CAI. For the following
calculations we consider a measurement time of T D 5 s
and a preparation time of 2 s. The detection time is neglected
as it is only a few tens of ms.

The quantum projection limited phase noise is given by

�˚ D
r

Tc

C 2N
D 4:2 mrad/

p
Hz: (4)

The sensitivity function of a 3 pulse atom interferometer is

H.f / D 16
.2keff /2

.2�f /4
sin4 .2�f T =2/: (5)

In order to take into account fluctuations of systematic
effects, we impose a 1=f flicker floor noise of �f D
0:1 mrad. The acceleration PSD can then be expressed as (see
Fig. 3)

S2
a.f / D .2�2

˚ C 2 ln.2/�2
f =f /=H.f /: (6)

We use this model in the following to estimate the perfor-
mances of a CAI accelerometer in a satellite.

3 Variation of Non-Gravitational
Accelerations Within One
Interferometer Cycle

Time series of the non-gravitational accelerations are simu-
lated with the Extended High Performance Satellite Dynam-
ics Simulator (XHPS) Software (Wöske et al. 2016) devel-
oped by ZARM/DLR. Models for atmospheric drag and
solar radiation pressure, Earth albedo, thermal radiation
pressure and infrared are included in the simulations. In
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Fig. 3 Anticipated ASD of a space CAI accelerometer noise

this study, only accelerations in the along-track direction are
included, because in this direction the magnitude of the non-
gravitational accelerations is the biggest and consequently
the biggest effect is expected here. In this section, only a
single satellite is investigated. An attitude control system
with a nadir pointing mode is included in the calculation
of the non-gravitational accelerations. Misalignment errors
and errors due to the non-orthogonality of the accelerometer
frame axes are not considered in this study. Degradation
induced by the cross-track and nadir axes would appear when
the true alignment differs from the target alignment. Two
simulations are investigated with satellite altitudes of 467 km
and 303 km. The satellite’s mass is assumed to be equal
to 600:98 kg. A detailed surface model of a GRACE-like
satellite body is used. The mass and shape of the satellite and
the altitude of 467 km are the parameters of the GRACE-FO
mission, allowing a realistic comparison to the results of the
mission. In addition, a lower altitude of 303 km is chosen,
which would lead to a higher sensitivity to the gravity field
signal at the cost of higher non-gravitational accelerations
and is thus interesting for future gravity missions. In order to
get a continuous signal for the computation of �k in Eq. (3),
the acceleration time series is approximated with an inter-
polation polynomial. The Newton polynomial interpolation
is applied for each cycle separately. The best agreement is
achieved with a quadratic polynomial. The variation between
the minimum acceleration and the maximum acceleration
within one cycle is calculated for the two satellite orbits
(Fig. 4). The variation in 12 s is of the order of 10�9 m/s2

for an altitude of 467 km and 10�8 m/s2 for an altitude of
303 km. This variation is higher than the accelerometer noise
itself (Fig. 1).
The transfer function of an atomic interferometer is used to
investigate the effect of this variation in one cycle. The output
of the atom interferometer is compared to the true accelera-
tion value at t D 7 s of each cycle, i.e. the middle time of the
interferometer. In Fig. 5 the ASD of this difference and the
ASD of the variation in one cycle are shown. The estimated
error of the acceleration measurements is at the level of
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Fig. 4 Variation of non-gravitational accelerations within one interfer-
ometer cycle for two different altitudes: 467 km (red) and 303 km (blue)
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Fig. 5 ASD of variation of non-gravitational accelerations within one
interferometer cycle (acc. var.) and corresponding error contribution to
the CAI measurements (error) for two different altitudes: 467 km and
303 km

3 � 10�11 m/s2 for an altitude of 467 km and 2 � 10�10 m/s2

for an altitude of 303 km. In comparison to the acceleration
noise this error contribution is significant, which shows that
one needs to take into account the temporal filtering of
non-inertial accelerations due to the interferometer response
function.

Furthermore, the impact of using a drag compensation
system is studied. The thruster is modelled with parameters
of the GOCE mission. The thruster noise is simulated using
a PSD model (Canuto et al. 2010):

S2
thr .f / D

 �
0:005

f

�2

C 1

!�
10�6

�2
N2/Hz: (7)

For the thruster system a maximum thrust level of 21 mN, a
minimum thrust level of 0:6 mN and a possible rate of change
of 2:5 mN/s are considered. As it is impossible to find a good
fitting polynomial for the time series including thruster noise,
a filter is first applied. A second order Butterworth filter
with cutoff frequencies of 1 � 10�6 Hz and 5 � 10�3 Hz is
used. The variation of accelerations within one interferom-
eter cycle is shown in Fig. 6 and its ASD in Fig. 7. The
estimated error contribution due to the residual variation of
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Fig. 6 Residual variation of non-gravitational accelerations within one
interferometer cycle under drag free control
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Fig. 7 ASD of residual variation of non-gravitational accelerations
within one interferometer cycle and corresponding error contribution
under drag free control

non-gravitational accelerations is now below the noise of
an atomic interferometer and hence acceptable (Fig. 7). In
summary, the acceleration variation in one interferometer
cycle has to be taken into account because it can have a
critical impact on the performance of the CAI accelerometer.
A balance between the cycle time length and sensitivity has
to be found. Drag compensation is a good option to reduce
the impact of this acceleration variation.

4 Closed-Loop Simulation

4.1 Simulation Procedure

A closed-loop simulation of a GRACE-FO like mission is
performed to investigate the potential of the combination of
an electrostatic and a CAI accelerometer. Figure 8 shows
the flowchart of the simulation procedure. It consists of the
synthesis of range accelerations based on the input satellite
orbit and the gravity field model, addition of instrument
noise and model errors and the gravity field recovery. The
reference gravity field model is only a static model which
means no temporal gravity field signals are included, since
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Synthesis of noise-free range 
accelera�ons in Line-of-Sight direc�on

Noise models:
• Laser Ranging Interferometer
• Accelerometer
• Atmosphere and Ocean De-Aliasing

Recovered gravity field model

Input:
• Reference gravity field model
• Satellite orbit
• Satellite a�tudes

Comparison

Fig. 8 Flowchart of the closed-loop simulation

the main purpose of this study is to evaluate the contributions
of CAI accelerometer w.r.t. the electrostatic one. In order to
recover the temporal gravity fields, in a future study we will
use a sequence of monthly simulated data which includes
not only the static model but also the temporal signals.
Ocean tide errors and non-tidal gravity field signals are not
included, but an error due to Atmosphere and Ocean Aliasing
is considered. We know that some ocean tide components
might cause aliasing effects on recovered solutions. But as
a preliminary study, we suppose that the ocean tides and
direct tides can be precisely modelled and reduced from
the observations. The range accelerations in Line-of-Sight
direction R�, measured by the Laser Ranging Interferometer
(LRI), are synthesized with:

R� D RrAB eAB C PrAB PeAB; (8)

where RrAB D RrB � RrA is the difference of the gradient of
the Earth’s gravitational potential at the positions of the two
satellites A and B, eAB is the unit vector of the Line-of-Sight
and PeAB is its derivative, PrAB D PrB � PrA is the velocity
difference between satellites A and B. The second term
PrAB PeAB is neglected in this study because no acceleration
measurements for its estimation are needed and the focus is
put on the benefit of novel accelerometers. The magnitude of
this term is estimated to be lower than 4:3 � 10�9 m/s2 for a
GRACE-like mission scenario. In the next step, noise models
for different error sources are added: LRI measurement
noise, accelerometer noise and Atmospheric and Ocean
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Fig. 9 ASD of the different noise sources

De-Aliasing noise (AOD). The LRI noise is modelled
according to Abich et al. (2019). The Atmospheric and
Ocean De-Aliasing models errors are assumed as 10% of
AOD1B RL6 (Dobslaw et al. 2017). The ASD of these noise
contributions is shown in Fig. 9. The spherical harmonic
coefficients Snm and Cnm are estimated with a least-squares
adjustment. The observation equation of the adjustment is
linear as the range accelerations provide a direct link to
the gravity field coefficients. The gravity field model is
solved up to degree and order 90. The reference gravity
field model is Eigen-6c4 (Foerste et al. 2014) and the
GRACE orbit from April 2006 is used. A perfect alignment
of each satellite is assumed so that the non-gravitational
accelerations can be measured with accuracy by the 1-axis
hybrid accelerometer in this study. The variance-covariance
matrix, which is assembled from the post-fit residuals, is
used for the stochastic modelling.

4.2 Simulation Results

For the evaluation the differences between the input ref-
erence gravity field model and the recovered gravity field
model are calculated. The coefficient differences of gravity
fields recovered applying different types of accelerometers
are then compared. The evaluation is carried out in the
spectral and the space domain. The equivalent water height
(EWH) is calculated to validate the results in the space
domain using the following equation (Schrama et al. 2007;
Wahr et al. 1998):

�EWH D R �e

3�w

NX
nD0

2n C 1

1 C kn

nX
mD0

.�Cnm cos.m�/

C�Snm sin.m�//Pnm.cos.�//;

(9)

where R is the radius of the Earth, �e is the average density
of the Earth, �w is the density of water, kn is Love number
of degree n, � is the longitude and � the polar distance.
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Fig. 10 Coefficient differences between recovered and reference grav-
ity field using in the closed-loop simulation the noise model of (a) an
electrostatic accelerometer and (b) a hybrid accelerometer

Fig. 11 Coefficient differences between recovered and reference grav-
ity field expressed in terms of equivalent water height using in
the closed-loop simulation the noise model of (a) an electrostatic
accelerometer and (b) a hybrid accelerometer

�Cnm and �Snm are the coefficient differences and Pnm are
the Legendre functions.

In Fig. 10, the true errors are represented as two-
dimensional spectrum. The result with the electrostatic
accelerometer shows large striping effects at orders
m D 16 � k; k 2 N. These specific orders correspond
to the orbit frequency and multiples of it. This reveals,
that the CAI accelerometer counteracts the problem with
orbit resonances and striping effects owing to its low
noise in the low frequencies. It can be concluded that
the bias drift of the electrostatic accelerometer in the low
frequencies causes degradation in the orbital resonance order
16 and integer multiples of it. However, this problem can
also be solved by filtering because the frequencies below
1:8 � 10�4 Hz imply no gravity field signal. In McGirr et al.
(2022), an improvement of the GRACE gravity solutions is
achieved by applying a high-pass filter to the accelerometer
data and removing the low-frequency components below
4:5 � 10�5 Hz.

The evaluation of the true errors in the spatial domain
confirms a great improvement of the recovered gravity field
for the simulation with a hybrid accelerometer. The striping
effects using an electrostatic accelerometer are also visi-
ble in the space domain (Fig. 11). The striping effects in
North-South direction are caused by the sampling and flight
direction of the in-line pair. These systematic effects are
characteristic for the GRACE solution. That is why, typically
a filter is applied to the solutions. The stripes in the space
domain are largely reduced by the combination with the
CAI accelerometer. The errors expressed as EWH are two
orders of magnitude lower when using the hybrid sensor.
In Fig. 11b, the dominant factor is the AOD error. This
can be observed by comparing the coefficient differences
to the input AOD noise. The solution using an electrostatic
accelerometer is also degraded by the AOD noise.

According to Abrykosov et al. (2019) the accelerometer
noise is not the limiting factor when considering all non-tidal
temporal signals. It must be noted that several assumptions
are applied in our study. Some contributors to the error
budget due to temporal variations are not considered. One
example is the ocean tide aliasing which is one of the limiting
factors. For a more realistic investigation, further signals and
errors have to be included in upcoming studies.

5 Conclusions

The performance of an atom interferometry accelerometer is
estimated based on state of the art atomic accelerometers on
ground and various predicted space scenarios. The decisive
advantage of the CAI sensor is its high long-term stability.

The variation of accelerations within one interferom-
eter cycle is analysed using the transfer function of an
atomic interferometer. For both simulations with altitudes
of 303 km and 467 km the corresponding error is bigger
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than the anticipated CAI noise. It means, this aspect is
significant and must be considered for future gravity field
missions. Consequently, a possible reduction of this effect
when using a drag compensation system is studied. The
simulation including drag compensation shows a reduced
error contribution which is below the anticipated noise level
of the atom interferometer.

A closed-loop simulation is performed to investigate the
benefit of the CAI sensor for the recovered gravity field.
The gravity field solution shows an improvement by a factor
of two when using a hybridization of a CAI accelerometer
and a classical electrostatic accelerometer. In the space
domain, the striping effect is largely reduced. Accordingly,
frequencies below 1 � 10�4 Hz have an influence on the
gravity solutions, which can be justified by the bias drift
of the accelerometer. Nevertheless, the signal below this
frequency could also be removed by filtering without affect-
ing the gravity field solution. The coefficient differences
between recovered and reference gravity field indicate the
input AOD error. This is especially visible when using a
hybrid accelerometer and shows that the aliasing effects are
the limiting factor. However, it has to be noted that not all
temporal signals are included in our simulation and their
effect to the gravity field solution might be even bigger.
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